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Packaged photodiodes suffer from Fresnel reflection from the package window glass, especially at high
angles of incidence. This has a notable impact in particular on the black silicon (b-Si) photodiodes which
have extreme sensitivity. In this work we show that by adding a simple grass-like alumina antireflection
(AR) coating on the window glass, the excellent omnidirectional sensitivity and the high external quan-
tum efficiency (EQE) of the b-Si photodiodes can be retained. We demonstrate EQE increases at all angles,
and up to 15% absolute increases in EQE at 70◦ angle of incidence compared to conventional uncoated
glass. Furthermore, even at the incidence angle of 50◦ the double-sided coating provides higher EQE than
bare glass at normal incidence. Our results demonstrate that grass-like alumina coatings are efficient and
omnidirectional AR coatings for photodiode package windows in a wide wavelength range across the
visible spectrum to near infrared radiation.
© 2021 Optical Society of America

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/ao.XX.XXXXXX

1. INTRODUCTION1

In real-world applications semiconductor photodiode chips2

need to be packaged to protect them from the environment3

and mechanical damage, as the chips are used in a multitude4

of critical applications including precision spectroscopy, high5

incidence angle photodetection, LIDAR, telecommunications,6

and laser guidance/targeting. Figure 1 shows two photodiodes7

in conventional packaging. The device on the right has a8

standard window glass protecting the photodiode surface,9

while the glass has been removed from the photodiode on the10

left. It is clear from the figure that packaged photodiodes suffer11

from severe Fresnel reflection from the window glass, which12

reduces the photodiode performance dramatically especially at13

high incidence angles. This is especially regrettable in the case14

of the black silicon (b-Si) photodiodes [1] that have extremely15

high spectral and angular sensitivity, which is impaired by the16

window glass.17

18

Reflections can be reduced by introducing an antireflection19

(AR) coating on the glass, preferably on both sides as both20

interfaces contribute to reflection. Conventional λ
4 -AR coat-21

ings work very well for their central wavelength and zero22

incidence angle, but their performance rapidly declines when23

Fig. 1. Photograph of two packaged b-Si photodiodes. The
photodiode on the left has no glass window, and the photodi-
ode on the right has a bare glass window. Fresnel reflection
from the photodiode on the right is clear as an image of the
ceiling light is reflected from the glass window. Diameter of
the packages is 14 mm.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/ao.XX.XXXXXX
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the grass-like alumina coating process, and a cross-sectional scanning electron microscope image of
the grass-like alumina coating at 10◦ tilt.

moving away from the central wavelength or increasing the24

incidence angle. Another problem with conventional λ
4 -AR25

coatings is that the optimum refractive index for the coating26

is nAR =
√

nsubstratenair. This means that for glass substrates27

whose nglass ≈ 1.5 the nAR ≈ 1.22, which is conventionally28

unreachable as the lowest refractive index inorganic material is29

MgF2 with nMgF2
= 1.38 [2]. Thus no optimal AR material for30

glass is directly available.31

32

Introducing nanoscale porosity to the AR coating can lower33

the refractive index to the desired values, and if the pores are34

small enough (. λ
10 , similar to the Rayleigh scattering regime)35

light experiences the film as homogeneous matter. The Rayleigh36

scattering from this type of thin film coating is extremely small,37

if the coating thickness is the typical few hundred nanometers38

used in gradient index AR coatings. Nanoporous coatings can39

also be engineered to be denser at the bottom, i.e., to have a40

gradient refractive index profile where the index increases41

smoothly from top to bottom. Gradient refractive index coatings42

are well known to have broadband and omnidirectional AR43

properties [3, 4]. One example of such coatings is so-called44

grass-like alumina, which provides broadband transmission and45

excellent omnidirectionality[5]. In fact, gradient refractive index46

coatings are so effective that they have evolved on their own47

as coatings on the eyes of some nocturnal insects [6]. Hence,48

a subset of gradient refractive index coatings are sometimes49

referred to as "moth eye" coatings. The b-Si photodiodes50

are actually based on the same phenomenon: reflections51

are minimized by sub-wavelength Si nanostructures, where52

the relative volume of Si gradually increases towards the bottom.53

54

In this work, we study if the high performance and espe-55

cially the excellent omnidirectional sensitivity of packaged b-Si56

photodiodes can be retained by integrating a grass-like alumina57

AR coating on the window glass. We measure spectral EQE58

with different grass-like alumina coating configurations and59

varying incidence angles. We investigate how much the photo-60

diode performance can be improved by the grass-like alumina61

nanocoating compared to the standard package with no AR62

coatings.63

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION64

The b-Si photodiodes were fabricated following the process65

described earlier[1]. The devices were manufactured on 525-µm66

thick high-resistivity (>10 kΩcm) n-type monocrystalline silicon67

wafers. Black Si nanostructure was fabricated on the circular68

active area (5 mm diameter) by cryogenic inductively-coupled69

plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE), which was covered70

with atomic-layer-deposited (ALD) alumina to reduce surface71

recombination and form an induced junction. Boron was72

implanted into a 50 µm wide ring-shaped region around the73

active area to enable an Ohmic contact, while phosphorus was74

implanted on the rear surface for the same purpose. Front and75

rear contacts were formed by sputtered aluminum. After dicing76

the photodiode chips (7.5 x 7.5 mm2), they were glued to custom77

printed circuit boards (PCB) with conductive epoxy to form78

the rear contact (cathode), while the front contact (anode) was79

formed by wire bonding.80

81

The glass window for the package was selected to be of fused82

silica manufactured by oxy-hydrogen melting (n = 1.47− 1.4583

from 400 nm to 1.1 µm according to manufacturer), as it84

has extremely low (κ < 10−7) optical absorption[7] in the85

visible spectrum compared to many soda-lime float glasses86

(10−7 . κ . 10−5)[8, 9] and low-iron soda-lime float glasses87

(10−7 . κ . 10−6)[9]. We use here the common notation for88

complex refractive index ñ = n + iκ, with n being the real part89

and κ the complex part with positive κ for loss. In addition,90

fused silica has lower n[7] than very weakly absorbing low-iron91

glass[8, 9], which leads to lower Fresnel reflections and higher92

EQE.93

94

The glass was first cleaned by using acetone, isopropanol95

and deionized water (DIW) to remove dirt, grease and96

particles. After cleaning the glass samples, the deposition97

of grass-like alumina followed, which essentially consists98

of ALD of alumina and subsequent immersion to DIW (see99

Kauppinen et al[5] for a detailed explanation on the process100

and the ellipsometric monitoring of the grass-like alumina101

properties). The temperature of the DIW was in this work 90◦C102

and the treatment time was 30 min. Figure 2 shows a schematic103

of the grass-like alumina fabrication process. A cross-sectional104

scanning electron microscope image presented also in Figure 2105

shows that the grass-like alumina consists of grass-like spikes,106

where the density of alumina increases smoothly from the107

tips towards the substrate, thus forming a gradient refractive108

index coating. Detailed characterization of optical properties109

and characterization of structural properties including electron110

microscope images and atomic force microscopy of roughness111

can be found from our previous work[5]. Both single-sided and112

double-sided coated samples were fabricated. For double-sided113

coatings the glass samples were elevated during ALD using114

small pieces of monocrystalline Si so that the ALD gases can115

coat both sides with ease, whereas for single side coated samples116

the glass samples were put on polished monocrystalline Si117

wafers thus inhibiting deposition on the back side of the glass.118

119

A single b-Si photodiode from the second generation of such120

devices fabricated in Aalto University [10] was selected for all121

measurements. This ensures that all changes in performance122

between samples are only due to the nanocoated window123

glasses and not due to possible variance in photodiode quality.124
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Fig. 3. Schematic picture of the custom-made photodiode
package and the angular spectral EQE measurement appa-
ratus. The figure illustrates the case where the top surface of
the glass is covered with grass-like alumina.

The photodiode that was glued on a PCB was encapsulated125

in a custom-made package for the EQE measurements. The126

measurement configuration is sketched in Figure 3. The127

photodiode was attached to the bottom of the package, and a128

window glass was placed ≈ 3 mm above the chip. The package129

was not sealed, i.e., there was air between the diode and the130

window glass.131

132

All EQE spectra were measured at the facilities of ElFys,133

Inc. The packaged photodiode was placed in a dark box134

sealed from room lighting. The used light source was Bentham135

ILD-D2-QH-24, which was directly coupled to the entrance136

port of a Bentham TMC300_0060 monochromator. The137

monochromator was used to select the wavelength with 10 nm138

bandwidth, and the resulting beam was focused on the sample139

surface using lens-based relay optics. The light beam was140

first aligned perpendicular to the diode front surface, and the141

light-generated output current of the photodiode was measured142

as a function of wavelength. Subsequently, the output current143

was transformed into EQE by calibrating the values against a144

Newport 818-UV reference detector, which had been calibrated145

by its manufacturer using standards traceable to the National146

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).147

148

In addition to perpendicular angle, the measurement was149

repeated for various incidence angles between 10◦ and 70◦. This150

was done by rotating the sample relative to the light source.151

It was ensured that the whole light beam was focused on the152

diode active area in the beginning of every measurement. The153

EQE was measured with four different window glasses: glass154

with double-sided nanograss coating, one-sided nanograss155

coating on the top or bottom surface of the glass, and bare156

(uncoated) glass. EQE was also measured from an unpackaged157

photodiode that had no window glass for reference. Finally,158

to enable more direct comparison with other state of the art159

coatings the angular spectral transmittance of the coated glass160

was determined from the photodiode EQE measurement with161

and without the window. The insertion of the glass lowers the162

total quantum efficiency of the packaged b-Si photodiode to163

EQE(λ, θ) = EQEPD(λ, θ)T(λ, θ), where EQEPD is the external164

quantum efficiency of the packaged b-Si photodiode without165

the glass and T is the transmittance through the glass. Hence166

the angular spectral transmittance can be calculated from the167

angular spectral EQE of the b-Si photodiode with and without168

the coated glass.169

400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100Wavelength (nm)
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100
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 (%

)

Different samples at normal incidence

Fig. 4. EQE of the unpackaged (no glass) and packaged (bare
glass, double-sided coating, top coated, and bottom coated)
photodiode at normal incidence in the spectral range 400 nm–
1100 nm.

170

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION171

In Figure 4, the EQE of the unpackaged (no glass) and packaged172

(with bare, double-sided coated, top coated, and bottom173

coated glass) photodiode is shown at normal incidence in the174

spectral range 400–1100 nm. The blue solid curve presents a175

b-Si photodiode EQE without package and an ideally coated176

package window glass would reproduce this curve. The177

EQE is over 90% for most of the spectral range. It drops as178

the wavelength approaches the silicon band gap of 1.12 eV179

(1107 nm)[11], but absorption does not drop sharply at the band180

gap due to the Urbach tail of Si. The (unpackaged) photodiode181

experiences a small monotonical decrease in EQE with shorter182

wavelengths below 700 nm, which is typical for this second183

generation of the b-Si photodiodes [10]. The dashed green curve184

shows the EQE with a bare glass window. In this case the EQE185

drops across the spectrum due to Fresnel reflection, the mean186

drop is 6.0% absolute. The dash-dotted red curve in Figure 4187

is measured from the sample with double-side coated glass188

and follows very closely the unpackaged diode EQE, especially189

between 500–800 nm. Quite clearly the double-sided grass-like190

alumina coating eliminates most of the Fresnel losses across191

the spectrum. The mean drop in EQE of the double-sided192

grass-like alumina coating compared to unpackaged is only193

2.0% absolute. The curves with crosses and circles present194

the photodiode EQEs with top-side coated and bottom-side195

coated glass windows, respectively. It is nice to see that at zero196

incidence angle the EQEs of these are in practice identical. This197

beautifully agrees with electromagnetic optical theory that198

transmittance is reciprocal[12, 13] in stationary media under199

optically linear conditions (low irradiance), especially when the200

media are non-magnetic dielectrics like here. Since photodiodes201

are practically always packaged for protection, the unpackaged202

case is excluded from the following experiments.203

204

Figure 5a shows the spectral EQE of the packaged photodi-205

odes with uncoated glass window at various incidence angles.206

The EQE decreases with increasing incidence angle, which is due207

to an increase in Fresnel reflections for both polarizations[14].208

Below 500 nm the EQE drops even with small increases in angle,209
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Fig. 5. a) The b-Si photodiode EQE as a function of wavelength at different incidence angles with a bare (uncoated) window glass.
Due to Fresnel reflection the EQE aggressively decreases with increasing incidence angle. b) EQE of the same packaged b-Si photo-
diode with a window glass that has been coated with grass-like alumina on both sides. c) The absolute EQE improvement or ∆EQE
achieved with a double-side coated window glass compared to a bare glass as a function of wavelength and incidence angle. d) The
angular performance of packaged photodiodes with window glasses that have different coatings at 800 nm.

but above 900 nm very large angles are needed to see differences.210

211

Figure 5b shows the EQE of the packaged photodiodes with212

double-sided grass-like alumina coated glass. The grass-like213

alumina AR coating efficiently suppresses Fresnel reflections214

across the spectrum, as expected from previous studies[5],215

leading to higher quantum efficiency, but this is especially216

pronounced at the blue end and higher incidence angles where217

the quantum efficiency is clearly higher than with just uncoated218

glass. The EQE of the double-sided coating case remains rather219

independent of the wavelength as seen in Figure 5b, as opposed220

to the bare glass in Figure 5a where the EQE suffers especially221

in the blue part of the spectrum. Wavelength independent EQE,222

such as in Figure 5b, is a very desirable property for packaged223

photodiodes.224

225

Figure 5c shows the absolute increase ∆EQE between the226

samples with uncoated and double-side coated glass (Figure 5a227

and Figure 5b, respectively). The ∆EQE is positive with all228

angles and wavelengths indicating clear broadband and omni-229

directional AR behaviour of the coating. At normal incidence230

the ∆EQE (the ”boost” in EQE) is not strongly wavelength231

dependent, as seen from Figure 5c. With increasing angle of232

incidence, the improvement provided by the double-sided233

coating is larger at the blue part of the spectrum. This is likely234

related to the fact that for shorter wavelengths the relative235

thickness of the coating ( d
λ ) is larger. Hence, the gradient236

of the refractive index is relatively smaller compared to the237

wavelength of the light, so the light experiences a less abrupt238

surface leading to lower reflections. This has also been observed239

previously [6]. Furthermore, dispersion typically causes glasses240

to have higher refractive index at the bluer end of the spectrum,241

which increases reflection losses and enables the AR coating to242

provide larger improvement at those wavelengths. We observe243

absolute mean increases in EQE of 4.0% at 0◦, 3.4% at 40◦, 3.4%244

at 50◦, 3.8% at 60◦, and 5.8% at 70◦ angle of incidence all in the245

spectral range from 400 nm to 1100 nm. The EQE increases by246

up to 15% absolute at high angles of incidence in the blue region247

of the visible spectrum.248

249

Figure 5d shows the angle performance of the different250

coatings at 800 nm. The wavelength 800 nm was chosen from251

Figure 4 as this is the highest EQE wavelength at normal252

incidence. The omnidirectionality of the grass-like alumina253

coating is clear from Figure 5d, as even at the angle of incidence254

of 50◦ the double-sided coating results in higher EQE than bare255

glass at normal incidence. Furthermore, even the single-side256
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Fig. 6. Transmittance of the double-sided coated glass.

coated glass at 40◦ angle of incidence gives significantly higher257

EQE than bare glass at normal incidence. Such wide angle258

photodetection with high EQE is clearly interesting from many259

viewpoints.260

261

Above we have focused only on photodiode EQE. However,262

mere EQE does not allow direct comparison of our results263

to other state of the art AR coating research, which typically264

focuses on transmittance. Therefore, we also determined the265

angular spectral transmittance of the grass-like alumina coated266

glass by comparing photodiode EQE measured with and267

without the coated glass. Figure 6 shows the transmittance of268

the double-sided coated glass for various incidence angles and269

demonstrates its broad band and omnidirectional characteristics.270

The transmittance remains high (>95 %) for a wide wavelength271

range and incidence angles up to 60◦, which is well in line272

with our previous work which measured angular spectral273

transmittance until 800 nm[5]. The transmittance is comparable274

to other nanostructured gradient index AR coatings for fused275

silica made using ALD[15] and to reactive ion etching (RIE)276

based nanostructured AR coatings on fused silica[16]. Though277

some state of the art RIE based gradient-refractive index AR278

coatings for fused silica have higher transmittance[17, 18].279

However the manufacturability of ALD based gradient index280

AR coatings[5, 15, 19] is vastly superior to RIE based coatings as281

in RIE the anisotopicity of the etching relies in ions accelerating282

towards the platen. For good homogenity and anisotropicity283

modern RIE reactors are usually limited to one wafer at a time,284

whereas ALD reactors often can coat 25 wafers per run, but285

coating even hundreds of wafers at a time is possible with286

larger reactors. As a final note on Figure 6, the presented287

transmittance is the direct transmission or non-scattering288

transmission meaning our coating has extremely low scattering.289

Coatings having high direct transmittance are desired when290

any clear image is wanted, this can be contrasted to diffuse291

or hazy AR coatings on fused silica[20, 21],that have high292

non-directional transmittance so they look "milky" or hazy293

when viewed through.294

295

From an engineering perspective, although the double-sided296

coating provides the best EQE (Figure 4), and extremely good297

omnidirectionality (Figure 5d), it might be prudent to use298

the bottom coated window glass in certain applications. As299

mechanical abrasion in all applications be it outdoors, indoors300

or in situ is subjected only on the outer surface, the bottom301

coated window glass (inner surface, see Figures 1 and 3)302

experiences no degradation on the AR coating. In other words,303

using the bottom coated window glass gives significantly304

better broadband EQE (Figure 4) and omnidirectional EQE305

(Figure 5d) than using bare glass, but has the same abrasion306

resistance as the bare glass. The field of view (FOV) aspect is307

also important. By using a grass-like alumina AR coating the308

photodiode effectively has an increased FOV. This is seen in309

the omnidirectional performance in Figure 5d. As more light is310

detected with high incidence angles the photodiode can be used311

in high FOV applications. The grass-like alumina coated glass312

can also be made superhydrophobic with slightly improved313

transmittance by adding a thin layer of plasma deposited314

fluoropolymer[22] for obtaining a self-cleaning high EQE315

photodetector. Another engineering viewpoint is that many316

types of photodiodes, e.g. Si,or compound semiconductors317

like the AlGaAs and the InGaP material systems[11, 23], are318

used to detect different parts of the visible and near-infra red319

(VIS-NIR) spectrum. All these photodiode types typically320

use λ
4 -AR coatings that are specific to each diode application.321

By using grass-like alumina nanocoated window glass, only322

one type of coating is needed due to the excellent broadband323

omnidirectionality, and the photodiode engineer can use only324

one type of window glass for all kinds of diodes.325

326

4. CONCLUSIONS327

To conclude, introducing a grass-like alumina AR coating to328

the window glass of packaged b-Si photodiodes enables the329

high EQE and omnidirectional sensitivity of the device to be330

harnessed. The grass-like alumina coating eliminates severe331

Fresnel reflections from the glass especially at high incidence332

angles, as shown by the presented high transmittance (>95% up333

to 60◦ incidence angle). The demonstrated absolute increases in334

EQE were up to 15% compared to uncoated glass at 70◦ angle335

of incidence. Furthermore, the double-sided coating results in336

higher EQE at 50◦ angle of incidence than bare glass at normal337

incidence. Absolute mean increases in EQE in the spectral range338

from 400 nm to 1100 nm were 4.0% at 0◦, 3.4% at 40◦, 3.4% at339

50◦, 3.8% at 60◦, and 5.8% at 70◦ angle of incidence. The angular340

spectral transmittance of the double-sided coated fused silica341

glass was also measured for easy comparison to other coatings.342

These results establish the general usefulness of the grass-like343

alumina as a simple and universal VIS-NIR AR coating for344

photodiode windows and enables the the full potential of b-Si345

technology to be harnessed.346
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